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School transport (order with single invoiced customer)

▪ School transports are routed orders, which are invoiced from single customer (e.g. municipality), with 
customer contract price or the pricing comes from taximeter.

▪ Create new order types for collections and distributions. These are exclusive routed transports, which 
payment method is Invoicing. Set also invoiced customer (e.g. municipality)

▪ Invoiced customer (e.g. municipality) must be entered into customer register as invoiced customer.
▪ You do not need to enter students into customer register, instead you enter student information with 

pickup/delivery information into order’s routepoint row.
▪ You can preview the order using work order report.
▪ Invoice does not contain student specific information, only transport specific.

Cancellation of order (customer cancels order)

▪ Customer cancels order from the link embedded into your web-page.
▪ open Licence information –application (Functions –menu)
▪ embed link used to cancel orders into your homepages. By clicking the link, your customers 

can cancel their future orders. You also may distribute the link as is to your customers. 
Requires ordering of Internet orders and offer requests. 

▪ You may also manually cancel or remove routepoint when customer informs you.



School transport (order with one or several benefit payers)

▪ School transports are routed orders with excess (you must order orders with excess), which are 
invoiced from benefit payer or benefit payers contract (e.g. municipality), or the pricing comes from 
taximeter.

▪ Create new order types for collections and distributions. These are exclusive routed transports, which 
payment method is Invoicing (Excess cash).

▪ Set desired pricing model for order types, e.g. Routed collection, pricing by time, in which case 
benefit payer(s) are billed according to student’s transport time (in relation to all students transport 
time).

▪ Same order can contain multiple benefit payers (e.g. two municipalities) students, in which case the 
invoice is divided between benefit payers (in relation to benefit payer’s students transport time).

▪ Students excess is usually 0€ in routepoint row, in which case the students do not pay any excess.
▪ Benefit payers (e.g. municipality) must be entered into customer register as invoiced benefit payer 

customers, and excess for the year must be set as 0€.
▪ Students must be entered into customer register (as not invoiced customers), and benefit payer 

should be entered into students customer information, so that it will be automatically retrieved for 
students routepoint row when entering a new order.

▪ You can preview the order using work order report.
▪ Invoice(s) contain student and transport specific information.
▪ When using this model, you may set transport informing on in customer information, in which case 

pick-ups, deliveries and late transports are informed to the customer by SMS or e-mail. In addition, 
transported customers phone number can be entered into customer information (Excess –tab).

Cancellation of order (customer cancels order)

▪ Customer cancels order from the link embedded into your web-page.
▪ open Licence information –application (Functions –menu)
▪ embed link used to cancel orders into your homepages. By clicking the link, your customers 

can cancel their future orders. You also may distribute the link as is to your customers. 
Requires ordering of Internet orders and offer requests. 

▪ Cancelled school transport is billed from benefit payer. If you wish that the cancelled transport is not 
to be billed, remove student’s routepoint from the order.

▪ You may also manually cancel or remove routepoint when customer informs you.


